
Life Sciences Services
Life Sciences organizations must address ever-evolving 
regulations and maintain compliance, all while trying to 
provide engaging and effective training for their learners.  
With Educe Group’s validation services, organizations can 
transform their learning and development and establish 
an effective governance structure to meet the needs of 
both GxP and non-GxP stakeholders. 

In addition to supporting initial system validation, Educe 
Group provides ongoing services to ensure continued 
compliance as new releases are deployed and to 
continuously provide an engaging user experience 
moving forward. 

educegroup.com info@educegroup.com (301) 215-7370

VALIDATION
SERVICES

Validation Workshop
Delivery of a two-day onsite or remote 
workshop focused on achieving process
alignment and understanding your validation
requirements. Co-delivered with Cornerstone.                                                         

Validation Documentation Support
Guidance, authoring, and review support for 
validation deliverables including the validation 
plan, requirements specifications, migration 
plans, and other associated documents. 

Testing Support
Identification of organization-specific test cases 
and development of test scripts that align with 
your requirements documentation.

Release Advisory and Release Adoption
Assess the impact of Cornerstone’s quarterly 
releases to better manage your change control 
process.

Offerings...

Plan. Launch. Learn. Thrive. 

http://www.educegroup.com


Why Educe Group?
Educe has extensive experience leading LMS 
implementations within high-compliance, validated 
environments for pharmaceutical and medical device 
companies, including some of the largest, most recognized life 
science organizations in the world.

Since every Life Sciences organization has its own internal
processes and procedures that must be followed, Educe Group 
partners with you to develop a comprehensive validation 
strategy to deploy Cornerstone OnDemand, leveraging the 
assets that Cornerstone provides while ensuring that your 
internal plan and approach accurately reflect your intended use.

“The Educe team has extensive experience 
with Cornerstone. Their knowledge of the 
system and attention to detail have helped 
us establish robust testing scenarios. Educe’s 
validation support, which includes performing 
impact assessment, authoring test scenario 
and staging data, was superb. They are a great 
validation implementation partner!”

Minh-Thu Nguyen
Principal Engineer, Software Quality 
Edwards Lifesciences

About Us 
Educe Group is a consulting services firm that 
helps organizations implement and manage 
technologies that enable their people to learn, 
collaborate, achieve, and be rewarded in  
the workplace.

To learn more about Educe Group’s 
validation services, please visit 
educegroup.com.
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